Contact response of cells can mediate morphogenetic pattern formation.
Theories of morphogenetic pattern formation have included Turing's chemical prepatterns, mechanochemical interactions, cell sorting, and other mechanisms involving guided motion or signalling of cells. Many of these theories presuppose long-range cellular communication or other controls such as chemical concentration fields. However, the possibility that direct interactions between cells can lead to order and structure has not been seriously investigated in mathematical models. In this paper we consider this possibility, with emphasis on cells that reorient and align with each other when they come into contact. We show that such contact responses can account for the formation of multicellular patterns called parallel arrays. These patterns typically occur in tissue cultures of fibroblasts, and consist of clusters of cells sharing a common axis of orientation. Using predictions of a mathematical model and computer simulations of cell motion and interactions we show that contact responses alone, in the absence of other global controls, can promote the formation of these patterns. We suggest other situations in which patterns may result from direct cellular communication. Previous theories of morphogenesis are briefly reviewed and compared with this proposed mechanism.